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Once YUNA recovered her body, she went to the fortress Akihiko had made with the memories of all the people in the SAO virtual world, and from it she extracted
Kazuto and Eiji's memories. She was led to another world where many players had checked in. While she entered, she told Kazuto that he was her long-time friend
and that she wasn't mad at him for playing online. She then explained that his reason to play was to battle bosses and that she did the same. In FullDive, the group
reached the Ruby Palace on the 100th Floor of Aincrad, where the original final boss of Sword Art Online, An Incarnation of the Radius, immediately engaged them
in battle. Just when all of them were immobilised by the boss and Kirito was about to struck by the boss's beam attack, the boss was abruptly staggered by Asuna,

who had just reached the battlefield. sinon started the battle, summoning the giant cat puppet she summoned in the aincrad arc of the game. asuna cast an energy
sphere from her hand to sinon's puppet, which dispersed into an extremely powerful beam, enveloping the cat. in response, sinon fired a light spear from her hand,
which pierced the puppet. even though the cat seemed to be damaged, sinon's puppet changed into a life-like tiger-shaped robot. sinon tried to destroy the cat, but

agil pulled her out of the fray, noting that if she were to lose consciousness, she could not use her fulldive ability. asuna then cast a beam at sinon's puppet and
broke it apart. sinon's attack caused a chain reaction, and the square of players that were on the stage was divided into two: one side led by lisbeth, asuna, agil and

kirito and the other led by sinon, yuuna and silica.
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